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Trustees Halt Tuition Hike After
Swygert Recommendation

The Hilltop Celebrates
78yearsofJoumalism·
r the last 78 years the story
if Howard University has
een told through the pages
of The Hilltop, the student voice of
Howard University. That is }vhy lve
take tifne to say happy birthday to
The Hilltop.
On January 22, 1924 The Hilltop
was founded by estee,ned author
Zora Neale Hurston. Over the years
it has nurtured great talent including Pulitzer Prize lvinning Nelv York
Times reporte1; Isabelle Wilkerson
and thefirstfe,nale editor ofa
major metropolitan ne1vspapet;
Pearl Stewart, 1-vho beca,ne the editor of The Oakland Tribune.
The Hilltop has chronicled
Howard's history and grown lvith
the University over the last 78 _vears.
It has seen many improve1ne11ts,
including an increase in publication
frequency that }Vent from monthly, to
weekly until Spring 'le1neste r "()0 I
when we increased it ro a senziweekly publication.
The Hilltop has recorded everything fro,n the celebrations to the
controversial stories, fro,n Ad111inistration building takeovers to all the
Please See Happy Birthday,A4
,.
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Graduate, Housing, Techno/,ogy Rates Increased
BY CIIRISTOPHER Wll\l>HA\I

Managing Edi1or
President H. Patricl. Swygen bucked the

Tuition Rates and Review Comminee's recommcnda1ion 10 raise undergraduate tuition rates
Saturday. elec1ing 10 implcmenl a freeze on
,ates for the 2002-2003 academic year.
TI,e Board ofTrus1ces approved the freeze.
making ii lhe first time in five yeal'!. 1ha1 undergraduate tuition will no1 be raised. With the
deci,ion. Swygen made good on his pledge to
student leaders la,t year to halt undergraduale
tuillon rates in 2002.
La,t year. atier heavy protesl from siudenls
o,·er an increase for the 200 I -2002 year.
Swygen vowed to siop a 1uition hike for the
nexl year in what appeared to be a compromise

for the two sides. The Uni versi1y charged
$4,557.50 for undergraduale 1ui1ion for the currem academic year.
To some Swygen·s decision symbolizes an
effort to help more students afford college in the
mid,t of a sagging economy.
"The economy is in a recession, ·· said lnti,rim Trca,urer Henry Jackson ...He (Swyge,1)
takes input from a lot of places mid the econo
my swayed the recommendation. I respect him
for pulling lhe s1uden1s fim."
The Board also approved an increase in grndume tuition rate by 3.5 percenl next year in
addilion to IO J)<!rcent hike in housing fees.
The raise in housing rates are 10 offaet the
cosl of makeshift dormitories in the Doubletree
Hotel in Crystal City and the Holiday Inn in Silver Spring as well as cable in,1allation in residence halls and University-owned telephone

lines in lhe Howard Plaza Towers. The University spent$ 4 million for 1he hotels and S 10 million for the cable and ln1eme1. and telephone
in:,tallation.
TI1e cost of housing could increase S 180 on
average for a single room and aboul $ I30 for
double accommodations. This is second con,ecutivc incrcase in housing rates. Lasi year. the
fee< "ere raised five percent.
Despite the increase. Uni,cr,,i1y ofric,al~
in,"t campus housing is sti ll a bargain.
.. Commercial renls for ap,u-tments and rooms
have continued to make hou,ing a financial
dca1:· said Vice Provosl for S1udcnt Affairs
Raymond Archer... And the improvement 10 1he
facili1ies have made dorm, very a11rac1i,e.'Thc
Board also approved increase in the technology
fee hy $50. The fee was $75 for student, la,1
year

-

No Bull
Popularity of Energy
Drink Increases With
Students
-

1,

Rod Bull ha., become a slud) budd) for student;.

BY Jozt, Ct,l\tl',c;s
Hilltop Staff Wnter

L

eslie Bro:idway. a sophomore biology-chemi,try douhle
m:tl<ir. ha, a hectic schedule during the week. "Right now
rm carry mg 19 crcdi1s. and with those classes. plus studying I wa, killing my,elf from a lack of s leep, .. ,he ,ays.

Broadway. like muny 01hcr students." con,tamly feeling the dlcc1,
of" lack of sleep. but unlike some people Br<>adway has found a solution in Red Bull.
TI1e godfather of energy drink, ha, become quite popular amongst
s1uden1, who need to stay awake and focused on their work. Red Bull
h:i, also become a popular mix in alcoholic bcvcrnge,. mo,i numbly
Vodka
Red Bull is a utility drink to be taken against memal or physical
wearine" or exhau>1ion. Red Bull combines two natural substances and
imponant metabolic transmi11ers-the amino acid 1aurin and the glucuronolacton-wi1h slimulating caffeine, viiamins and the energy provided b} carbon hydrates. Simply put, Red Bull i, an energy drink.The
,e,,<0n we call drinks like Red Bull energy drinks i, because the d,ink
help, u, do lhrcc thing,. The abilily 10 concentrale is improved. aknness
1s incr~\Scd. and li!rtclion time and !<.lamina improve~ 3!, well.
.. I used to be a coffee drinker:· admi1s Aaron Davis. a freshman marke1ing major ..but then a friend of mine 1umed me 01110 Red Bull and ii
gave me a quicker energy boosl and 1he boost la,ted longer than cotlee:·
While Davis. who usually drink, Red Bull before working oul. has had

Election
Committee
Gears Up
For Spring
Season

some positive ,e,ults from using the drink, many ,1udent, may want to
be cautious in their consumption of Red Bull. especially student-athle1cs.
Red Bull get, most of it, punch from lhe caffeine a,, well as the high content of sugar. The combina1ion of both of 01ese ingredienb a<.'tually slows
down the body\ ability to ah.ooh \\.tier. The comp.my', Web ,ite, however.
recommends Red Bull as LIil "idc:il energy drink ... prior to demanding athletic a,tivities. ,>r in a r)(:rfonnance drop during ,a game."
While Red Bull may be popul.tr ,tnl(lng,t 11-.>se who .ire up la1e studying
for test,. the drink hil, also cau!]ht on for those who pretcr to stay up lale p.tr·
tying. L)1UlC Reynold,. a sophomore Public Relation., major. claims Red
Bull nmoo with , odl.a h 1he best alcoholic bever.1ge a petwn can buy. ..No
doub1. Red Bull i\nd Vodka is my f.tvori1e drink right now," Reynold, says
en1hu,ia.,1ically. Unfonunatdy. a..-coruing to Reynolds the cost of her poison
c,m acnmlly be quite a bil ..An e1gh1 ounce gl.L,, '-111 i:o for about S8 or $9 at
most b.u-s in Adam, Morgan or at the clubs.'' says Re)11old., ..so I don't drink
a bunch of them. but I don ·1 nC<XI to because 1he dtfal. i, so strong."
Accoruing tc> Reynold,. the b;,r. use about half a can of Red Bull (which i,
eiglu ounces)and fill the otl1er half of the gin." \\tlh vodka over ice... I think
the ""'""l \\11y I like Rc-d Bull \\ilh ,odka is hocaus., you can·1 e,eo task the
aJc,,hol .. ,ay, Reynolds· and bc,1 of all the drinl. leave, n ,mcll on your
breach ,, hal~)C, l!r.''
While the idea of mixing ,odka w11h Red Bull may sound emicing. the
two mixed 1ogetl1er c.u, prove tt> be more hannful than Olher mixe, such a,
juice and alcohol or sod., and alcohol. Red Bull is a ,umulant. and of course
alcohol b a dcprcssan1. when 1he mo arc mi,ed together .i person can feel
like they have more energy 1hcn they really do.

Howard to Name New Head Football Coach
File Pholo
~h.-i:,m ~loore an<l h.halfoni \\ allwr

By CORE\' cu~NINGIIAl\l
Campus Editor

With 2002 general elections in1erest meeting one week away, 1he
general elec1ions commitee are
gearing up for what 1hey say will be
the one of the mosl efficient elec•
tions in Howard history.
The elections slaff has now
moved into its new office localed in
1he former homecoming office, and
will be soon mounting a massive
public relations campaign.
The Commiltee originally expec1ed the various colleges 10 pay a fee
to the elections comminee. They
felt thal the schools would be more
involved if they were spending 1heir
money, but HUSA decide to fund
1he college's ponion.
"We received an increa">c of over
$2000 in the funding for publtc relations from HUSA." said General
Election Co-Chair Megan Moore.
'·We will be pulling out Oier, chis

week."

TI1c dections will be selling up a
,1ree1 1cam lo perfonn 1he task of
posting fliers and passing uut h;,ml•
bill,. There wi ll a street 1eam member in each dorm a, well as one for
each college.
Each college will also be appoinl•
ing a local elec1ion chair to funher
a"i,1 the ele,;11011 procc" These
students '" ill be m -:oni;.tant t·ontact
wi1h their rc,pcc1ive dean, and current stuJent counci l,. TI1ey will be
1he principal link between the election chair and the colleges.
The eleclion, commillcc will ho,t
an imcrcsi meeting January 30" for
those student-. who are consitlcring
running for office. Chair,, wi ll disseminate information and time lines
at the mecLing.
"We arc really en1husias1ic about

this years eleclions." ,aid Moore
.. We 10<>~ fon. ard t<> "urking wuh
all 1hc candidate, and making thi,
elechon, run ,moo1hly...

Howard will enll its month- long ,earch for a head football
coach ioday at II noon press confcrer1ce in Founders Library. University offcials declined to say who would lake the helm for chc
Bison. The position has been vacant ~ince December when 1he Univer,i1y chose not to renew the contrac1 of head coach Steve Wilson.
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CAMPUS

NAACP Bison chapter pays
homage to Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.
A2

THE DISTRICT
Roe Vs Wade revisted.
A3

Photo b) Mdanic Nc--biu
A lioe romu.'(I ~•mund Cn1111lon \uditorium WOOnei;;dn)' a, 4iludcnl!, ,ulitt-d
andmt,ly tot chantt lo grab rn.-c tic:ktb lo\('(' l'Omedian ~lartin l.imcrenc.-c al
Con,1itution I lall tolliftht. Onl, n wle<:t re\\ "('"" luck) enough to get n ticktl.
P:t\W"-1 to tomorrcm ·, tj10,, ,, ill he dhlrihulcd todU) from 12. 3 p.m. nt Cn.uu1on.
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NAACP
Honors
Dr.
King
In
Ceremony
Voices
&
Views
By CouKTNEY Wi\Ut:
Hilltop Staff Wriler

In honor of 1he Dr. Martin Lu1her King Jr.
holiday, the Howard Universily chnp1er of the
NAACP hos1ed "Celebrale 1he Dream, A Trib•
111c 101he Life and Legacy of Or. Manin Luc her
King, Jr." Monday in the Blackburn Cencer.
TI1e celebracion featured 1be rnlencs of slu•
dcn1s who sang, reci1ed poe1ry, danced, and
preached.
The cone of the evening was se1 af1er 1he
,inging of 1he black na1ional anthem, "Life
Ev·ry Voice and Sing" in which s1uden1s uni1ed through 1he common thread 1ha1 linked all
1oge1her.
LaTanya Foscer followed with a brief biography of King, which refreshed memories of
de1ails 1ha1 painted his li fe.
Erica Marshall added a self-written poem,
"Color," which examined themes of skin color

"I'm adjusted. But everyone always wants a longer
break."
Lakishia Lockhart, Senior,
Psychology Major

'·No, because 1 have no
books and the Internet is
not working in my room."
Jcrard Mills, freshman,
International Business

On Wednesday evening, al 5:30 PM, 1he
Blackburn Cafe1eria reached a s1a1e of bedlam
afler wha1 should have been a rou1ine procedure 1urned inlo comple1e chaos. Approxima1ely four students were apprehended-1wo
as a resul1of a food figh1 af1er 1he initial arrest
of a young male earlier in 1he evening.
The young man, who came inco 1he cafe1eria
around 4:30 PM, was cold 10 eai his food and
leave. While 1his rule wa~ suppo>Cd 10 be made
for everyone in order to free up space for 01her
s1uden1s who were 10 come 1hroughou1 the
evening. the young man was singled oul. The
young man was supposedly invoh•ed in ano1her food figh1 the previous night, and also was
reporied 10 have had continuous problems
with 1he security guards in the cafe1eria.
After being lold 10 leave his seal, 1he young
man began to gel loud with the two officers,
and challenged them to rnke him ou1 of his seat.
The officers kept the allercation ,,erbal un1il 1he
young man became even more anima1cd which
in 1urn forced 10 remove him from his sear by
using physical force. The young man began 10
fighl back and forced 1he officers 10 call for

dream 10 the forefronl of 1hc issues we are
s1ruggling with 1o<lay. In his eyes, if King were
alive 1oday. he'd be having a "nigh1mare...
Price staled 1ha1 1here were many con1ribucing fac1ors 10 1he nightmare 1ha1 we have crealed. He declared thal !here were far 100 many
"baby mammas and baby daddies" and nol
enough ·'mo1hers and wives; fathers and husbands."
He spoke of 1he contngious disease 1ha1 has
1aken over so many-Black-On-Black Crime.
He called for us 10 be "princes of peace" ra1her
than "warlocks of war."
Lastly. he demanded 1ha1 siudents siand 10
1heir feel if 1hey wanted 10 create a posi1i ve
change. Af1erwards he reflected, "The 1Men1ed 1enth wi II be 1he key ... Ac1ivism SlaflS al
1he 1op [wi1h leadership) and 1rickles down."
As an African 1ribu1e. Macy \Vallon a11d Erin
Lawrence ofthe NSAA African Dance Ensemble performed 1he Sou1h African Oumbool

Dance. II was a special pro1es1 dance 1ha1 lllus1ra1ed how fed up Soulh African, were al one
poin1 and 1heir s1rong desire for change.
NAACP Preside111, Carmen Callaway, s1a1ed
1ha1 she was very pleased wi1h the ou1come of
1he celebration.
·• The NAACP Vice Presidenl, Charlnion
Kinder, and Historian; LaTanya Fosler conceived lhe idea for a celebra1ion of Dr. King's
legaC}\ 1be) realized thm 1here was no s1uden1
organized 1ribu1e 10 King and decided 10
change 1ha1," Callaway said.
This was the firsi year for ,uch a celebration.
NAACP representauves Say they plan for 1he
nex1 year beller.
"\Ve wan1 10 hopefully move into Cra11'11on,
have more speakers, and have more s1uden1
par1icipa1ion," said Callaway; "We can only gel
bener from here on."

Campus Crime Report

Food Fight Errupts in Cafe
By JOZEN CU~t M INGS
Hilllop Staff Wri1er

"Yeah, now that we have
cable it feels just like
home."
Jason T. Jackson, Senior,
Political Science

and ils imporcnnce in 1oday's socie1y. Her
words rang clear for Howard scudents, who are
definitely faced with issues of race in our ever
changing, mulciracial socie1y.
"A Lener 10 Martin," by Sonia Sanchez, was
also read by Goldie Patrick. 11 expressed a general fear of simply existing in a fu1urc where
King is 1101present 10 lead his people. 11contras1ed 1he success of our "suburban forefathers" with 1he demise of our African American bro1hers and sis1ers who have failed in
building on 1he foundation 1ha1 ances1ors have
buih. Simultaneously, s1uden1s sang 1he
Thomas Dorsey's gospel hymn, .. Precious
Lord" and performed a solemn. in1erpre1ive
dance tha1illustra1ed the seriousness of1he currem lime in our socie1y.
Legal communications major. Diaron Price
also prese111ed his speech, .. I am Or. Martin
Lu1ber King." By allowing Dr. King 10 speak
through him, Price brought King's timeless

back up. The allercation spread across the middle of the cafe1eria, lipping over rnbles, breaking dinnerware, and piles of food all over 1he
place.
La1er on in the evening, after the situation had
been pul m ease, 1he cafe1eria crowd was s1ill
running on high. Nol surprisingly, jus1 as 1he
people in 1he cafeleria were beginning 10 calm
down, a food fighl broke ou1. Campus police
immedia1ely apprehended 1wo people and
began 10 res1ore as people began 10 leave 1he
cafe1eria.
"We spen1 1.5 million dollars on a new foci lily for lbese s1uden1s and look at how these s1uden1s 1rea1 1he renova1 ion,'' said Donna
McCan1s who manages 1he cafeteria, 1he
punch-ou1, and the res1auran1s. Ms. McCan1s
was lef1 baffled by 1he s1uden1s ac1ions,
"Howard Universi1y is supposed 10 have the
"cream of 1he crop" when it comes to our SIU·
dems. bu1 no one would be able 10 cell af1cr
whai we have seen tonight."
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1/22/02
1/22/02
1/22/ 02
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1/22/02
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Student Voice Concerns at Arts &
Sciences
fiy CORF.\' CUNNINGIIMI

Hilllop Staff Wriler

"No, because we have
cable and I watch TV
more than I study."
Jay Shaw, sophomore,
Business Management

The Aris and Science Divisional Week kicked off 1his week with a panel discussion on the s1a1e of 1he Fine Arts Depar1men1. During the panel discussion smdenls
presen1ed concerns and questions 10 1heir dean, advisors, and teachers.
Major concerns included the lack of classroom space, funding, and in1er-depar1men1al coopera1ion.
.
"The Fine Art's Dean and chairs go1 sll':light to the poin1, and answered all 1he ques1ions of the s1uden1s," said Arts and Sciences Research and Developmen1 Director
Vallin Smith
Echoing Smi1h. Aris and Sciences Executive President Anna Alexander srn1ed, "
Each person I have spoken 10 has said 1ha11heir questions have been answered. Nobody
complained 1ba1 1heir issues were no1 addressed."
Also fea1ured in 1he divisional week were discussions on the Humanities Deparl•
ment. which consist of foreign languages and English. and 1he Na1ural Sciences, chem•
istry, biology, and physics. S1ude111s voiced complain1s aboul 1he overcrowding of
freshmen English classes, research opportunities, and 01her concerns.
'This week presen1ed an opportunity for deans 10 lei studencs know wha1 new things
were coming," said Smith, " II also lel studems know 1ha1 they have a voice in the
College of Arts and Sciences."
The College of Aris and Sciences Divisional Commillee will wrap up i1s week of
activities with a mee1 and gree1 receplion in Locke Hall and a panel discussion on
1he Social Sciences. The college also plans 10 renew 1he program "Speak Your Mind
Friday;• where each division will sel up a table where s1udenls can wri1e oul concerns and complaims.

Do you believe
all of NYC's
students deserve

a quality
education?
Prove it.

'

,I
I
I

"Yes, because my Christmas break was very rejuvenating and l feel like I
am ready to begin the
semester."
LaPhaun Barrington,
Junior, Biology

Compiled by
Melanie Nesbiu

Do you want to
write for campus?
Call Us!
(202) 806-6866

•

Join 3 select group ol talented p,oress1onals., ,and
~actuates who will teach in our crty:S under-perform~
classrooms this fall. No previous teaching expNience
required You'll receive a salary while working tovyard a
fully paid Master's Degree. This is your opportu('ity to
ensure that all NYC students get the quality ectucattoo
they doserve Apply now Call 1-877-NVFELLO or visit
www.nycteachingfellows.org.

NYC TEA CHING

FE LLowsO
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THE DISTRICT
Anti-Abortion Protestors Hock toD.C.

CITY DESK

Anniversary Supreme Court Decision Ignites Hope for Reversal

compiled by Erica S Hubbard
Pr. Wllliam Jury Convict Va. Drug Dealer in Murder of Supplier
Earlier in the week. Justin Michael Wolfe was convicted of capital murder after a Prince William County jury deliberated for a linle more than
an hour. 1l1e 20-year-old drug dealer hired a high school friend to kill
his supplier in order to escape a $80,000 debt. Await(ng
sentencing, Wolle might face the death penalty or life in prison without
parole.
Bart Offices Finally Reopen After 96 Days
Senators and their stnffs returned to ,he Hart Senate Office Building at
the end of a 96-day quarantine, reclaiming a Capitol Hill landmark
after the largest response to a bio-terror anack in U.S. history.
Despite Bankruptcy, Kmart Still Plans 11> Build D.C Store.
A shopping center planned for Northeast Washington, anchored by a
Kman store, will likely be built as planned despite the retailer's Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing, officials involved with the project said yesterday.
While House to Reopen Soon
According to O.C. Mayor Anthony A. Williams (0), the White House
will reopen in the near future. However, as reported by the Secret Service, there are no plans to resume tours.
Zimmerman Chosen lo Head Metro Board
Chris Zimmerman, 42, was chosen as the new chairman of the Metro
board of directors. He succeeds Decatur W. Troller, who continues to
serve on the board as a Maryland representative. Zimmerman, who
pushed for the buses powered by natural gas. also opposed renaming
the National Airport Metro station after President Ronald Reagan.

any came with hand-painted
signs reading "Stop Abortion
Now," while others opposed th~
message carrying signs assert•
ing "Abortion Means Choice,"
as thousands gathered, 'Tuesday, at the Washing•
ton Monument protesting the legalization of abor•
tion. The annual protest marked the 29th Anniver•
sary of the Supreme Court's Roe v. Wade decision.
"I came out to support those advocating a
woman's right to abortion," said George Washington University student Jennifer Omarola. "How
can anyone feel that it is morally right to make
demands of a woman's body. That is her decision."'
Each year both supporters and opponents of the
1973 decision gather at the court on its' anniversary. Those in opposition continue 10 fight in an
auempt to overturn it; those in support want to
make certain that it remains.
"The political deck is stacked against women of
the country," said Planned Parenthood Federation
of America President, Gloria Feldt in a statement
to the Washington Times. "A majority of Americans believe in [in choice]. But pro-choice Americans must stand up now and make their voices
heard lest the vocal minority successfully impose
their will.
Pres ident Bush, who is opposed to abortion,

M

DISTRICT
WEATHER

Dedicated' Marine's Town Mourns
Sgt. Walter F. "Trae" Cohee Ill, 26, became the latest American casualty in the war in Afghanistan. Born and raised in Mardela Springs, a
small town just off Route 50 near Salisbury, a helicopter he was flying
in went down about 40 miles south of the Bagram air base in
Afghanistan.

FRIDAY
Jan 25
49°F

PG Cops Tie D.C. Escapee to Crimes
Prince George's County police reported that Eric W. Murray, 17, held
up several stores at gunpoint after escaping the District's Oak Hill
Juvenile De1en1ion Center in early August. Prince Police believe Murray was one of two men with handguns who held up a Mount Rainier
liquor store on June 27.

Proposed Bill Would Bar Stem-Cell Research

spoke at the protest via-satellite from West Vir•
ginia.
"Our society has a respons ibility to defend the
vulnerable and the weak," said President Bush,
pleasing Pro-life advocates. "Our nation should
set a great goal, that unborn children should be
welcomed in life and protected in law.'"
According 10 a report in the Washington Post,
Bush revealed that his support for the ··bedrock
principles,"; permanent bans on partial-birth abortion and public funding for abortion and human
cloning. He is in complete support of progmms
1ha1 promote teen abstinence and crisis pregnancy programs, adoption, and parental notification
laws. However Bush is not the only one ins
"'The government is in full support of our cause,"
said District resident Tineila Battle. "'Murder is
Murder ... abortion is murder. There is no way
around this. Those in support of murder or commit such an act are sinners. The ~me goes for
abortion. When elections roll around, I am confident that this will be one of the most crucial
issues."
1l1e peaceful protest, which began at noon with
speeches and remarks continued with a march
down Constitution Ave. 10 the Supreme Court
Building; nearly every state was represented and
participated. The evening concluded with a vigil.
··1f people realized the true meaning of the word
"responsibility". there would be no need for abortion," said Battle. ··To take a life because you fail

By ERICA H UllllARl>
News Editor

Anxious Families Pack Expo io Hopes of G1:lling Shots
Despite the three inches of snow on Saturday, famiLies from all over the
District packed the Ninth Annual NBC 4 Health and Fitness Expo at
the Washington Convention Center to have their children immunized
before the Friday deadline. The crowds were so large that a separate

File Photo

Many came ou, 10 01>PQSt' abort.ion in the US.

to fully understand and practice the word is simply wrong. I' m happy that we finally have a president that realizes this. Finally. there is hope for
change:·

Jan 29
53°F

Partly Cloudy
40°F

57°F

Partly Cloudy
36°F

SATURDAY
Partly Cloudy
Jan 26

56°F

Partly Cloudy
42°F

40°F

THURSDAY
Jan 31
Light Rain
47°F

39°F

Scatt. Showers
40°F

WEDNESDAY
Jan 30
Light Rain
s3•r

MONDAY
Jan 28

28°F

WRITE FOR 1HE DISTRICT

A state school, that announced last week it would no longer create

human embryos for stem-cell research, will potentially be permanently
banned from any such work under an amendment to a bill proposing a
change of the school's name. If Mr. Marshall's amendment becomes
law, the Jones Institute for Reproductive Medicine at Eastern Virginia
Medical School in Norfolk will not be allowed to access the 60 existing
stem-cell lines derived from human embryos that President Bush said
could be used last summer.

5top At\
Abortion[

TUESDAY
SUNDAY
Jan 27

57°F

AU.

•
1n
your choice of $2500 cash or
•

ATTEND WEEKlY BUDGU
MEETING 7PM IN Hn.lTOP

OFFICE LOCATED ON 1HE
P-LEVEL IN 1HE

$1000 cash and a vacation package to Orlando, \
Las Vegas, Europe, Mexico or a Caribbean Cruise. 1

WFSTTOWERS.
CALL ERICA

(202) 806-6866

Dorm Attack Victim Sues NYU for
$20M
By BRANDT GASSMAN

(()-Wire)

NEW YORK - The victim of an a11emp1ed sexual
assault last October in the Hayden res idence hall filed a
$20 million lawsuit against New York University in early
January, charging negligent security practices at the dormitory, according to court records.
The initial complaint, filed in New York State Supreme
Court, stated that NYU's lax dorm security procedures
allowed a "homeless crack cocaine user with a prior
felony record" to use a bathroom normally restricted 10
Hayden residents and attack a female student there on Oct.
25.
As a result, the student is asking for S IOmillion in compensatory damages and S 10 million in punitive damag~s.
plus court costs, according to the complaint.
Thomas E. Engel, the student 's anorney and a partner in
the high-powered law firm of Engel and McCarney, said
the University is clearly liable for what happened to his
client.
"The plaintiff believes, consistent with our advice to her,
that the case for NYU's liability is overwhelming," Engel
said. "Indeed, we have invoked, in count three of the complaint, the Latin doctrine 'Res lpsa Loqitur' which means,
'The thing speaks for itself."'
University Spokesman John Beckman had linle comment
on the suit other than to say the University regrets the anack
even occurred.
··We've only just received the papers, and at this point
there's very liu le by way of comment we have to make
other than to say that this was certainly a terrible episode,
that the University is chagrined that any of its students
.would have to go through an episode such as this, and that
this maner will obviously work its way through the legal
process," Beckman said.
An unidentified NYU Protection Services officer on duty
at Hayden that day let the auacker, 32-year-old Jerome Ferguson, use a unisex bathroom on the building's first floor
that is normally restricted 10 residents .

. ... ...

~

I

Consistent with Hayden security procedures at the time,
Ferguson even left identification with the guard at the front
desk - a New York City welfare benefits card.
Once beyond the security barrier, Ferguson followed the
victim, a freshman in the Gallatin School of Individualized Study, into the bathroom and began 10 assault her,
according to the complaint.
" ... Ferguson locked the bathroom door from the inside,
and brutally and sexually assaulted, banered, and a11emp1ed to rape and to murder plaintiff,'" the complaint stated.
A member of the NYU housing staff and the Protecrion
officer on duty forced their way into the bathroom and
interrupted the attack after hearing the woman's cries. Ferguson was detained and eventually arrested and charged
with anempled rape in the first degree, three counts of sexual abuse in the first degree and assault in the second
degree.
Ferguson is currently behind bars in lieu of posting
$25,000 bail, according to the complaint, and he is being
prosecuted in New York City Criminal Court.
Although the suit states that Ferguson anempted to murder the student during the attack, no auempted murder
charges were filed against Ferguson.
While he wouldn't comment directly on the auempted
murder claim in the suit. Engel indicated that he felt the
claim was warranted by the evidence, and that the district
attorney's decision thus far not to pursue the charge was
no deterrent to it being included in the complaint.
The complaint also claims that NYU brass were aware
of"systemic security problems" at residence halls. including a 1999 incident in which a man unaffiliated with the
University was apprehended ins ide a female student's
dorm room at the Weinstein residence hall.

Select the topic or subject of your choice \t' g Matti,
Science. Busines,, \t adem1c:., Rrnpl',
Investing. Exerci,e c1nd F1tnes~ Relat1on,h1p,
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Songs and mc1ny mort' 1

Share your knowledge (e.r. how to study for an e,c1m,
how to earn a scholar~h,p, how to resolve protess1onal conf11cb, course study note,, household or
etiquette tips, cooking recipes, mve~lmenl tip:.,
etc. l or provide an original short-story, poem, song

or essay.
Pay a minimal "one time" entry fee oi only $2.95
per entry. (You m.iy enter as many time~ a~ you
like.)
Visit the "Monitor Usage" page oi our website to
watch ~ur opportunity to win increase when you
and/or others view your entry posted in the
SmartTips.Org Library.
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What a Surprise

l

l

t is surprising that in a year that the Uni- now complete in all of the dormitories.
But still Swygert set a good example when
versity had to shuffle several hundred
students in between three hospitals in the he made a promise and stuck to it. That
would have said that there was not respect for
District, Maryland and Virginia and spent an
the students and their wishes if 1\tition would
estimated $4 million doing it that tuition for
have been increased.
undergraduate students will not be increase.
The students who receive degre~s from
President H. Patrick Swygert decided not to
Howard arc getting a high
take the recommendation
quality
education for a price
from the Tuition Rates and
that
cannot
be matched by
Rev iew Committee to
any school, be it private or
increase tuition for the 2002-·
public. This is a relief for
2003 academic year. Swygert
President Swygert all students. What we wonstuck to his statement he made
is what effects this will
last year to then Undergraduade the right thing by der
have
on the school next
ate Trustee, Charles Coleman
sticking to the promise year and if the students will
and HUSA President Sellano
continue to benefit from the
Simmons.
he made
technological advances the
To say the least bit, we were
University has introduced
surprised. It is about time
the
last few years. Whatevtuition was not increased. This
er the ca~e, we dodged
would have been the time to
tuition
this
year
and
we are glad Swygert
increase tuition because of the extra money
stuck to his decision.
the University had to spin on housing and the
$IO million cable and internet project that is

I

Our View:

Get it Together
n December 2000, D.C. Public Schools tionately have students without immunizabecame aware that 40,000 of their 68,500 tions currently enrolled.
According to the District's law, students are
students were not in compliance with the
District's immunization standards. As of Jan- not permitted to continue to matriculate after
uary 15, 2002, 19,000 ofthe40,000 students still the first ten days of the commencement of
remained needing immunizations, despite a task classes if they have failed to receive the necforce's yearlong campaign in which numerous essary shots. Had the District upheld this law
initiatives were taken in conjunction with var- in the past they could not have possibly accuious hospitals and clinics to provide free and mulated such a massive number of students
easily accessible immunizations. In an endeav- without immunizations, and parents would
recognize that they could
or to ameliorate the situation,
not possibly enroll their
and prevent a feasib le epichild in school without
demic, the task force imposed
getting them immunized.
a January 25 deadline in which
students will not be permitted
The D.C. Public School The four public schools
that matriculate the majorto remain in school unless they
system should enfore
ity of students without
are immunized -forcing
19,000 students to get immu- deadlines so this will not immunizations have been
further accused of not
nized within 10 days.
happen
again
keeping the health records
It is apparent that parents
of the students efficiently,
have had more than a suffiso
that some students may
cient amount of time to get
have already received
their children immunized,
their shot but do not have record of it.
leaving thousands of parents appearing ignoThe District's ability to uphold its "stanrant and neglectful for failing to do so. Pardards,"
will surely be tested come January 25,
ents who are knowingly allowing their chilwhen inevitably thousands of students will
dren to attend school without getting
show up for class still not immunized.
immunized probably are. However, more of
the blame may be faulted to the District and
four major D.C. public schools that dispropor-

!

Our View:

Happy Birthday
doors and they will continue
From Al
new innovations the Univer- to do so. The staff of more
sity is experiencing .----------,than 40 editors,
today. Of all the
Our View
hotographers,
offices on campus We wouId like to take writers, designers
.
run by students,
this time to appreciate and .contrzbuto~s are
The Hilltop is the
a great institution
ed1cated to this.
only one that the
appy Birthday to
campus can see our
The Hilltop.
p roduct and hard
work every week. So much talent has come through these

You Don't Want To Raise Tuition!
What's Your Opinion?
e encourage our readers to write letters to the E<11tor. Tell us what you
th ink about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quali ty
weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or
personal bias.
Please address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com
The Hilltop. Be Heard.
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PERSPECTIVES
Shyquandria M Thornton

A Special Journey on a Special Day
I
In admiring the statue, could not help but

went there with the intent of participating in the Martin Luther King Jr. Birthday observance. I did not
know what to expect, I just knew I had 10 go. So I
rode the train to the Foggy Bottom station. I had never
been there before, so I had to ask for directions. The
moming air was cold and wet, not lhe most inviting, but
I was detennined. I walked for about six blocks. through
a small pathway and there it sat in all its glory-the Lincoln Memorial.
Although I was not greeted by a glorious King celebration (in fact there was no celebration), I ,vas still happy
to be there. I stopped and stared in amazement. I had
seen it (Lincoln Memorial) in pictures, but pictures could
not compare 10 what I saw. Lincoln, carved from th~best

Georgia marble, was almost larger than Iifc as he sat in tysburg Address and second Inaugural Address, it was all
his chair look- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ so fascinating.
ing out on the
In adm iring
National Mall.
the statue, I
Then I. took
could not help
what seemed a
M, (°
17•
T
but feel the
long journey
r.
presence of Dr.

I

fieel the presence OifD

ar tn L • ,1.1.lng Jr.
It was not because we are black, from the
same state and share the same religion.

up the stairs IO
Martin L. King
get a closer
Jr. It was not
look.
The
because we are
a rchitecture
black, from the
was breathtaksame state. and
ing. From the ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' share the same
columns to the murals to the inscriptions from his Get- religion. It was because I \\•as standing "here he stood

about 39 years ago when he delivered his famous " I Have
a Dream" speech. I stood where he stood and looked out
over the Mall. I imagined what that day must have been
like. I could see the 200.000 or so people who journeyed
from near and for to hear King speak. Now I could hear
his powerful ,o,ce ringing in my ears. I stopped and I
lislened. He said "Free at last, free at last, thank God
Almighty, I'm free at last." I had reached my destination.
Shyquandria M. Thornton is a junior broadcast journa lism major from Georgia. She can be reached

atSbvouantbom1on®hotmail com.
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n,r C1Jr15c)ov .s Videos

Qr a well balanced universe that compensates for
your lock of game ond recent bed wetting.
Besides, give the sistohs o break.
They've endur, j enough sexual harassment.

AJu,~~z
yo .shi., thw- ts bt:111\,gt.1,11,', .so 111oU11,11,l:j tJt-vi.deo ohk.liis.

The infamous Roco 'Herb words' .Johnson speaks again.

I 'IM. t.111, HeAVt1,11, ...

Andrew Harden

Standing For Hope
T
oday on the radio. (1450AM)anelderlyman told a
childhood story of how he was interc:.ted to sec how
the water tasted at a '\,hites only" fountain. After
he had taken a drink, a white lady quick!) approached and
began to scold him. The boy's mother, seeing that her son
wasintrouble,accostedthewomanandpulledthestmnger's
arm otrher son. The white lad)• told the mother what her
sonhaddoneanddcmandcdthatthcmotherbea1himright

older white woman walked in, and as I started to get up and for me. My people had lost their !hes. much of their selfoffer my seat I thought of all the black.s before me "ho had esteem and self-wonh lighting, so that I could choose to sit
risen to ~1eir feet for white folks. I thought about all the black or stand. Never consciously c,pcricncmg blatant tn.-atml-nt
people who ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of inferiority I
went directly to
felt the pain of
the back of the
those \\hO did,
bus, and drank
,I'
and for this I
water from the
US,
ch05etosit.lsal

now. The mother said "I understand ma'an1, but I'd appreciate it if you didn't put your hands on my son." The man
recalledthathismotherbccarnetearyeyed,tookoutherbclt
and whipped him for his actions.
Somepeoplctodayuytosaythatlhingsareworsethanthey
were back then, but anyone "ho is horn,'Sl will conclude that
thisgenemtionofself-proclaimed bit•¾s,hoes, hustlers, and
"bling-blingcrs" would not endure a shadO\\ of
the minute injustices that went on 50+ years ago.
I can recall one da)' when I was riding a crowded metro
and sitting in the scat an.--a for the handicap and elderly. An

old, diny founfor all of them.
tain. And the
The sad truth
more I thought,
is that for all I
the more embitdidn't know she
teredlbccan1e. [
couldha\'Cbcen
,tared
the
a proponent of
woman down ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' equality. This
and relaxed my legs. Right now, if she were Black I would woman could have been one of the fe" "hites who protesthave jumped up quickly. But for her, I didn't. I leaned back ed supremOC)' and encouraged her black neighbors to vote.
and made myself comfonable as I watchc'd her stand.
But if this wt.TC the case she would have at least understood
Although I'm sure tl1at it wasn't that deep for her, it was my position. But e\'en worse. from m)' perspective, she might

I thought about all the black people ,vho
t d•
l
h b k
h b
d
wen zrecty tO t e aC OJ t e
an
drank water firom the old, dirty fiountain.
And the more I thought, the more e,nbittered I beca,ne.

Note: The perspectives
that appear on this page
are the opinionof the
authors names above them.
They do not reflect the
opinions of The Hilltop
Editorial Board.

not ha\'e bn-n thinking about this at all. She might have been
guilty of the stance that many blacks take today - negligence, and the desire to move on forget ond be exempt of
all r..-sponsibihty for change or alonemc-nt.
Rev. Dr. Martin LutherK111gJr. would most likely take satisfaction in the progress made, but would sneer at many of
us for our preoccupation in self-gratification and lackofconcem for others in despondent conditions. King would have
most likely encouraged me to stand and otrer my seat, and I
would have listened to hllll. I would ha, e stood not only
because it was my deci~ion; but also I would have stood
because it was the right thing to do; and lastly, I would have
stood hoping that when I become of age, the young white
boy will stand for me.

I. Andre--, Harden is a graduating senior chemistry maJor.
He can be reached at iharden25@')10tmail.com

Congratulations Simone and Corey. Hold it down
this semester.
Jeezy, Scott, Brak, Burn Boy, Bones, Money Bags,
Mak, Shadow Boxer, Akeya, Hug, Shannon, Jon,
Teaneck, Courtney, Alysha, Aisha, Allison, Mike,
Tiffany; I love giving the shout outs. Keep giving
me reasons to. Napolean thanks for all the help. It
is greatly appreciated. Thanks to the business side.
Let's have a good semester.

The E.I.C.
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BEST WISHES TO ALL H.U. TEAMS ON THE ROAD:=--__

a
Uni,,.
____....,....iiiiii.i
.... of North Carolina Jan. 25 & 26

e,,,castle, DE, Jan. 26 & 27

en & \Vomen
ni 1• of Md-E.S., Jan. 28
ATIONS TO LADY B SON: 8-0 in the MEAC
'

@Lehigh ., Feb. 1-3
Dh·ision of Student Affuirs

Januan·
2002
•
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Fifty Things You Can Talk to a Counselor About:
choot,, ork/grad Ha,ino a bah~
Procra tination Getting n1oti,ated
Deci ion about 1najor, Fitting in,
Getting alono ,,ith people from other cultur •
Adju .. tment to the niversit) Concentration f\lemory
Birth ontrol Rel tion hit> ,,ith friend
Relationship ,,ith roommates Relation hip ,,ith om ntic pam1er Relationship \\itb pnr-en R tions ip
,,rith family, Parenting i ue , Se ual concern~, Gayn '"'bian is u Shyn • Being a ertive, elf-esteem,
Self-confidence, Learning disability Depre ion An ieti Fears \ 'orries, Harassment,
Irritable feeling Anger Hostilit), Ph~ ·cal problem Eating problem Alcohol
\ ork is u Lonelinr_,~. Hom iokn~ uicid I feeling uicidal h ·or
Death of a significant person, Finances Incest exual abu e, Rap exunl a ult, Date rape, Threat of
violenoe Brandi biog a firearm
Stalking, Drug Sntoking, AID Pregnang, Abortion Hitting the lottery, Getting married Getting
di, orced, Being adopted,
Hope
h and dream .....
'-"1.J•

1

•
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•

Let's talk.
'

Division of Student Affairs
· ••'

The Ho,,'3rd Uni\'ersit) Cou ~~.... Service
C B. Po,'\ I Bid ~·
fith and Bryant Streets; ~
(20-) 806-6870

January 2002
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PERSON
By BR \ND0'1 A. l\11u.F.R
hile s1anding in line wail•
ing for a once in a lifetime chance to gel free
ticke1s to see one of my favori1e
comedians. Martin Lawrence, I made
many as1u1e observa1ions, including
a migh1y fine, short. ligh1 skin lady,
who was wilh her sislcr, 1ha1 I
couldn'1 keep my eyes off.
Though we are at the ..Mecca,"
1here is an abundance of ignorance
and juvenile behavior. I'm sorry, bu!
l got a bil nos1algic and fell like l was
in my fourth grade lunch line. Marlin gels paid lois of money 10 acl a
fool, bul wh.it were you all gelling oul
of your performance on Wednesday?
Another 1hing, when will blacks
lose the mentali1y of crabs in a barrel'? I wan1 10 see Martin just as much
as the uex1 person. but pushing. culting line and grabbing others isn't 1he
way 10 go about ii. They were giving away 1icke1s 10 a comedy show.
nol shares of the ne" hot technology s1ock.
As I digress, I actually have some
sort of direclion. While outside
Cramton. I heard a sludent boas!,
''Oh. rma be in a movie. I golla go
gel my hair did." Aside from the
gramma1ical errors in 1hat s1a1emenl,
I find faull in her 1hough1 process.
Martin Lawrence is going to be in a
movie, not her. She'll be lucky if her
face is on screen for more than a half
of a second. Martin will get a few
million dollars for the movie, and
even if her face does make it on
screen, she will not get a penny.
Students at Howard. as well as a
large part of our communily, are fixated with being seen ins1e.1dof1hinking ou1side of the box. 11 is usually
1he people behind the scenes, especially in the en1er1ammen1 industry,
who have the most money and command the most respect. A major ac1or
may get a few million dollars to be in
one of 1he "Star Wars" films, but
George Lucas. the director is going
to receive a LOT more money 1han
1ha1. And even 1hough they talk
about all 1he ice and cars they have,
who do you think makes more money
off of a Cash Money Records

W

release-the artist or an cxecuti"e a1

Universal Records. the company tha1
distribules their ,1lbums'? There\ no
realistic comparison.
For every actor lhai gc1s $20 million
per flick and every rapper that has
two Bentleys in his driveway, there's
someone who i,n't a, visible signing
their checks who has more money
than 1hey can imagine. That's the
posi1ion we should aspire to be in.

0
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Merging Black and White
Interracial Couples Still Struggle to Gain Public Acceptance
By JOZF.N cu~tMtNGS
Hilltop Staff Writer

C

t-1

aria Sampson is a beautiful female
wi1h a cu1e smile, dark eyes and a
likeable personality.

Christian Moore is a handsome young male
who is smitten by Sampson and her wonderfu I character.
They work toge1her in a downtown omcc and
believe they have good chemistry. Sampson is
black and Moore is while. Moore goes to predominately white Georgetown University and
Sampson goes to historically black Howard
University.
Their racial differences have garnered cri1icism from friends and awkward looks from
strangers. causing problems in the relationship.
"I found myself constantly racking my brain
as 10 what to do," said Sampson, an education
major wbo has asked 10 keep her real name
concealed. "I mean, here I am at Howard University, the Mecca of black educa1ion, and yet
1he only person I had feelings for al the time
was some All-American white boy who I work
with.''
Before she starlcd her job, Sampson said ,he
had no desire or need to date outside of her
race. "Not even in my wildesl dreams did I
think was going to be attracted 10 a white man;•
she said.
So what brought the sudden urge 10 take her
coffee with cream? Sampson said the situation
could not be avoided. "Put yourself in my situation;· Sampson says... You're working with
someone and the person you work wi1h is not
doing anything wrong except being himself.
I'm guilty by association."
Sampson said she contemplated numerous
ways 10 avoid her feelings-even going as far
as looking for another job. But in doing so. she
said. she just felt immature and shallow
amongst other things.
·'Corne on now," Sampson said. "I'm making
close to $15 an hour, and this job is something
1hat helps me in my major. I'm not about to
let my feelings for some white boy ge1 in the
way of those kinds of perks."
Sampson said she doesn't lei negative cri1icism of lhe relationship affec1 her. ''I have
found 1he same people who say 1his are the
same people who conform to the norm anyway." she sai\J. "So of course it ·s easy for them
to say such a thing because their actions would
never be ques1ioned in the first place:·
Lucas Paige. a sophomore acting major. (who
also asked for his true identity to be concealed) can somewhat relate to Sampson's situa1ion. While, he himself is not dating a white
womnn as of right now. he admiued to. falling
in Jove with a white girl in high school.
While Lucas will admit the difference in
skin color and elhnic background did play a

Jungle Fever
P0ll Results

. ..

Race Wars: A Survey on--lntetracial RelationshiP. T/wught

l) !-lave you ever been in a serimi., rela1ionship wilh some6ne,,

who was whi1e?
\h: Females: 9 (15%) }..Jale: & (1391>) No: Femnle: 51

(85%) Male; 52 (87','t,J
If you ha,-e nelV'r tie<lll in~· rela1iio~ip with someone who
w11 ,\/lute v.o\ild )<'U
con,ickr gelling int<>l>!l ?
Female~ 29 (of the 51) (56<;-> Nu: Fe1T1ale, 19 (bf ti>&
51) (37%)
Males 2 1 (of \lie 52) (40%)
Male.- 21 {Of the
~2) (52%)
Skipped tbe question: Females 4 (of Jbe 51) (7%) Males
4 (of the 52) (8%)

role in their relationship. he is quick 10 say the
role was a minor one.
"I'm no1 going to act like we never confronted those differences but we never let them
get the best of us." Paige goes on 10 point out
another fact he believes is true. "People will
always have something to say whelher it's
here at Howard or somewhere else. but what
they doo·1 realize is 1hey're 1101 helping the
problem, they 're only contribu1ing to one."
When asked what they think of dating a per•
son of 1he white race. a l01 of student's fell the
choice is up 10 the individual but they would
never consider such a thing. "Even though dming a white woman isn't the tl1ing for me. I don't
put down anyone who does," wrote Timothy
Smi1h, a senior finance major. Adria Hairston.
a broadcast journalism major in her junior year.
agreed, 'Tm not against white people dating
black people but I have no desire to do so
myself.''
Other students feel dating outside of the.ir

Degrees of
Separation

Will Smith who has just come off a
Golden Globe disappointment for his
(See what's going 011 with your favorite
role in :,.\Ii' might try to recapture his Black celebrities and how they are connected)
Siar Power with the enlistment of some help
of pi:,no vixen Alicia Keys in the remake of
the Barabra Streisand Movie "A Star is
Born" ... Well Alicia's Keys might be playing
to happier notes with her 6 nominations for the
annual Grammy awards ...Speaking of the
Grammies. 1he biggesl surprise was that of
India.Arie who received 7 nods at 1he Grammies including Album of 1he Year (which I
predict she will win) ... While on the subject
of Arie, 1his soul sis1er has just finished shooting a video for the next single of her album.
"Ready For Love." Look for a special appearance from latest "Wonder" wonder, Glenn
Lewis in the video ... And speaking of Lewis.
expect to see Glen Lewis making more pub•
lic appearances. You might even see him on
tour with ... yes Alicia Keys ... Since we ,1re
on the subject of neo•soul artistst another
member of this musically gifled family. Mr.
Musiq himself, has dropped his first single
'HalfCm.ty' off his new sophomore LP lit led
lndic.Arle
simply "Jusi Lisien" ... After hearing ii for the
first time. you start 10 get the message. Jf you
didn't ge1 the connection, 1hen next time 1ry
harder to gel connected. Holla 1

·-

4) As a woman/n\an of color. \vould you consider a rela1ionship
with ii minority of anolhcr race more acceptable than a relation>hiP wi1h a white person?
!res: l¼mab '37 (62%) No: Females 20 (33%)
Mak· 36 (60'1-)
Males 22 (37~1')
Skipped tbe question: Females 3 (5%) Male, 2(3%)

5) thi.• beilll, al Howard changed ,YOUr views about dating u
,,hite person?
F.-rnale, 12 (20<,:, J I o: females 48 ( 80%)
Maltsl5C25'1')
Mab4-IC73%J
Skipped the qut-stion: Males I (2',,)

lfy.is, in wha1 way have they changed·•
I'm more open to the posi,ibilit):
F',:n1ale,O/ofl)ic 121 1l00%)!11ales5(oft!1' 15) (33%)
r,e btrome lcs, open to the p<,s.,ibilit):
Female, l21ofthe· IZ)tlOO'ic J\faie, IO(of1he 15)

race, specifically a white man/woman, is just
plain un.1cceprnble or even unbelievable.
"There are too many beautiful black princesses out here to think or even look twice at a
white woman," wrote junior e lectronic s1udio
art major Maxwell Glover. Shaka Shaw, a
sophomore management major replied the
same way, "I feel tl1at Black men and women
have so much to offer one another tha11here b
no reason to dale a while person."
At the end of the day, the consensus was
mostly to each is own. While Sampson and
Paige cannol speak for everyone at Howard
University, the two of them are well aware of
what kind of reac1ions they would get from
1hose outside of !heir inner circles.
"Howard University is my home now,'' says
Lucas "so for me to admit J was in love with a
white woman before I came 10 Howard would
just bring me problems 1hat I feel I shouldn't
deal with.''
Sampson, on the other hand, is quick to bite

(67~)

her tongue when talking about her beloved
Howard University and the role HU plays in
her relationships.
"I don't want to say Howard is the reason I
could not get into something serious with
Moore," she say, "but I know for a fact ,ome
people would think I've become 1his person
who all of a sudden loves white men, which is
not true. I just like J\foore, nol the" hole while
race:·
No one at Howard is safe from a c11.,e of jungle fever. they just 1hink they ,ire and while the
majority of us will stay exclusive and partial
to our race. life has a funny way of surprising
us.
"I know people who have never broken a
bone in their body" Paige said "But that's not
Iheir choice. they aren ·1able to control a broken bone from happening. The Gungle) fever
is certainly no different."

songwriter, drummer. acoustic guilarisi, and
all out artist keeps her sight, centered.
Already placed in a category with other
n an industry filled with packaged acls, alternative women like India.Arie and
who are programmed and synthesized -Eryknl1 Badu, she represents the ultra altervocals, sampled be.1L~ and catchy pop- native. Her first single of her debul album
inspired lyrics, change is only inevitable. Southern Hummingbird, tastefully 1itled
Wi1h neo-soul acts blossoming on snle fig- "Oops (Oh My)" ialks of a woman getting
ures in 200 I and many due 10 drop nlbums what she wants in the bedroom or any otl1er
this year, 1he future of music looks pretty intimate place. Using lyrics like "Oops
sour. Well things are starting 10 look more there goes my skin down 10 my knees,"
T\veet geis to 1he point of what she is in the
1\vee1.
Gold Mind Records' newest addi1ion, mood for and i1 is no mistake, and neitlier is
1\vee1, is 1he prized discovery of Missy her talent.
TI1ough she captivates a sweet ,ide with her
Elliott and Timbaland. While Missy got her
freak on, Threet began titillating her own debut song all is no1 fair in love and war wi1h
strings taking up the acoustic guit.ir. And her song 'Motel' where she leaves her man
now 1his siren of the south plans to drop whal with three strong words "Go Tu Hell." Emois already creating a big buzz. This "South- tionally charged. Tweet promises more 10 the
ern Humming Bird" is expected to soar high music scene lhan some of her predecessors.
Other songs on her forth coming nlbum
wi1h her April 2 release.
Toking her first night into the world of include "My Place," the bouncy "Boomusic, 1\veet spread her wings on Mis,y gie2Nite," and 1he remarkable duet with
Ellio11's and Ginuwine "Toke Away." Yes, neo-soul brethren Bilal on "Best-Friend."
On tour presently with British soul sensathat's the girl strumming tl1e harp in the video
singing lhe chorus and adlibs. Not j ust tion Craig David, 1\,•eet has many flavors in
enchanting in beauty but intoxicating with store for1his bland induslry. Missy is known
raw artistry, Tweet gives a performance that for discovering those with potential, and as
would pro1-e to be a record executives wet a miner in her Gold Mind label she has
dream. With e.,pectations high from those struck gold. Ain't it just so Tweet!
that claim to be buzz wortl1y. this singer,
By JONATHAN C. SIMS
Life & Style Edi1or

I

•
- ·-

Males 7 (of the 81
(88~.- I
Skipped the <Jue,tion: f'emales I (ol tho 9) (I 1%)

Pot of Gold: Missy sProtege Brings
''Tweet'' Music

•

L. -·

!',blf4 re.fr t~8l (12%1

•

l;ender: 60 Males

2)

;igain?
'res: F~1ate$'5 [!'If the ,ll) (56%) No: Female, 3 (of the 9)
(3.~%)
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Let's Talk About Sex
By Al,\'SHA Coull
HilllOp Srnff Wriler
With the open and active social atmosphere
found at campuses across the nation. college
s1uden1s often find thernsclve, coming face
10 face wi~1 sex everyday. When we 1hink
aboul sex, we tend 10 neglect what really drives two pt.-ople together- the first impression.
Let's face it. your first impression of a polcn•
tial mate is not taken from their personality
or intelligence. It's all about sex appeal and
Howard Mudems are getting 10 the bottom of
what physically turns lhern on. A survey
commissioned by the Foundation for Academic Standards & Tradition found that 57%
of college sludents say they are sexually
active. However, the poll of 1005 siudents
found that promiscuity is not popular. Of
those students who reported being sexually
active. 72% said they had sex with only I
partner during the previous semester and 8%
said they had no sex in the last semester.

Sexual desire is an instinc1ive reaction, and
an individual's perception of a sui1ablc mate
is the basis. Studenls were given the following scenario and asked 10 get real and
share !heir views on whal immedia1ely
attracts 1hem 10 someone: It's a Friday aflernoon on the yard and you have 1he opportu•
nity 10 pick one person to be with. solely on
1helr phy,ical appearance. Who would you
chose and why? The following smdents
gave their opinions:Lovette Brooks. sopho·
more, MarkeLing: ''They have to have a nice
smi le, and smooth skin. When il comes 10
clothing. what they where doesn'l have 10 be
necessarily he expensive, but lhey have lo be
well put together. And you musl have nice
shoes - yours~oes say a lot abou1 your
1as1e."Najeeb Crossley. junior, Radia1ion
Therapy: "A sexy sweater or top wilh a pair
of nice pams will immediately attract me 10
a woman She doesn't have 10 dress like that
everyday because ul1ima1ely her versatility
will keep me wilh her. Bul for a firsl impres-

sion give me someone who is a liule dressed
up-4hat's class."Roger Cart ledge, sophomore, Radio Television and Film: ·'A woman
in one of those sweater jacke1, immediately
1urns me on. ll doesn 'l matter what she
wears it with-sweats and Timbs jean~. or
1

dress slacks. There is something about the
way il natter, her figure 1hm just tums me
on."
S1cphanie Young. sophomore. Marketmg:
"There is nothing more altractive 1han a man
in a suit or someot\e dressed in business •
casual. Coordina1ion and a professional
demeanor is appealing. It makes me wonder
if he is really aboul something, if his look
goes hand in hand with his polcntial."When
it comes lo the physical element of attraction,
there is no set profile of the perfecl man or
woman. From hm pallls and stiletto heels tu
timberland, and sweats. il iake, a variety of
d1ings to run someone on.

Attention: All staff writers, editors
and cont1ibt1tors do not forget
abotit The Hilltop workshop
tomorrow in the Blackbu1u Center
room 142. The workshop will be
from 11 :00-12:30.

This isn't the time
question nis educati

l
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Friday
Looking for a good laugh? Laugh it up with Martin Lawrence at
Constitution Hall today or get your tickets for Saturday's show from
12:00-3:00 PM in Cramton Auditorium. If you don't want to wait.
check to see if there are seats still available at TicketMaster. Call
(202) 432-SEAT

Satuday
Old school music for th e old school souls ....Don't miss the legendary Harold
Melvin and the Blue Notes tonight at Blues A lley.
For more information. call 202-337-4141.

The honeyed voice of singer/songwriter Norah Jones crosses
musical borders from jazz to soul to folk-based pop today at 6 PM
on the Kennedy Center's Millennium Stage.

Get som e culture at the Jazz Heritage Series. featuring the Air Force's jazz
ensemble, the Airmen of Note, with guest saxophonist Jimmy Heath. Cramton
Auditorium 8PM . Free, no tickets required.

21 and up? Drink for a good cause at the Hands On DC Happy
Hour, a fundraiser for the annual event dedicated to cleaning up
DC's public schools. at Politiki and 'he Penn Ave. Pourhouse. Call
202-546-1001 for more details.

Chec k out Love Seed Mama Jump at the 9:30 Club. For more information, call
202-265-0930.

Feeling hungry? The 9:30 Club has The Recipe tonight at 9. Call
202-265-0930 for more details.

Haven't had a chan ce to rent Queens of Comedy yet? Then. see one of the
original "Queens of Comedy" live. Sommore. former Comic View host. brings
her show to the Jokes On Us Comedy Club. For more information, call 301490-1993 for more info.

Sunday
Get your dose of religion this morning at Chapel with
M ichael Eric Dyson. Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
in Cramton Auditorium at 11 a.m.

You So Cra zy! MTV brin g$ M artin
Lawrence, the original host of Def Comedy
Jam, to DAR Constitution Hall at 8 p.m. tonight.
If you miss this show. check him out for his second show on Saturday at 8. Constitution Hall
is located at 18th and D Sts. Tickets are
$60.25 and a portion of each ticket will be
donated to the NYC Fireman Relief Fund. To
purchase tickets. call TicketMaster at (202)
432-SEAT.

Monday

Leave the fake stuff alone .....join The Realistics as
they open for Charming tonight at 9 PM at the Black Cat.

Patriotism from Broadway ... New York Loves America: The
Broadway Tour. Enjoy the talent of Broadway veterans at Union
Station today at 12:30. Free.

It's back again ... The return of the Vagina Monologues, Playwright Eve Enslerwill perform in the National Theatre's production of the Vagina Monologues today
at 5 PM. For more information, call 1-800-447-7400 for
info and tickets.

The female body on d isplay ...Check out the exhibit Whistler
and the Female Body at the Freer Gallery of Art.

Tuesday
Seen on " Evening at th e lmprov," ·comic View.· and "Showtime at the Apollo." Joe Recca performs tonight at the lmprov.
8:30' p.m. For more information, call 202-296-7008.

Suc ka MCs perform on the backstage with the Dingleberry
Dynasty at Black Cat.

Put your event in the Hilltop!! Email thehilltop@hotmail.com
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New Game in TV Sports

What's NewsIn Business a11d Fimuioo

AOL Sues Microsoft
O ver Netscape
AOL Time Warner Inc. has lobbed
a legal bombshell al Microsoft Corp.
that could bring .years or fireworks,
seeking damages ror the alleged
harm that MiCl'OSOll caused lO AOL's
Netscape Communications Corp.
unit. Netscapf !lied an antitrust suit
in federal court in Washington . D.C ..
Tuesday that builds on the governmcnrs long-running case against the
software company. The suit argues
that Microsoft illegally harmed
Netsc,1pe during the "browser wars ..
or the late 1990s. During that period,
Netscape's wildly popular Internet
browsing software was gradual!y
eclipsed by Microsorrs version after
Microsoft started ortering its browser
free with lls dominant Windows operating system.
Netscape didn't specify how much
it will seek in damages. The claiming
of damages "will be done at trial. not
in the liling." said AOL spokesman
John Buckley. But some AOL lawyers
privately estimated last summer that
the number cottld be as high as Sl2
billion. Microsoft has in the past
called that number "laughable.··

Enron CEO Resigns,
Hearings Open
Fallout from the financial scandal
surrounding energy-trading giant
Enron Corp. and its accounting firm
Arthur Andersen LLP continued.
Among the developments:
• Congress opened hearings to
examine the financial and p0lltlcal
impact ol the company's failure.
• Enron·s CEO Kenneth Lay re•
signed less than 24 hOurs arter a
bankruptcy-court-appointed creditors committee sought his removal.
A search has begun lor a chief restructuring olliccr to also serve as
interim chief executive.
• A memo surfaced in which the
!ired Arthur Andersen chief auditor
of Enron warned the energy company against putting "misleading"
information in a news release about
earnings last October.
• President Bush expressed outrage that Enron employees were
kept In the dark about the company"s
financial woes. and said his motherin-law lost money on Enron stock.

Kmart Corp. Files
For Bankruptcy
Kmart Corp. became the largest
retailer ever to seek bankruptcy protection, hoping to buy ltselr time to
repay creditors while it restructures
its business.
In its voluntary petition for reorganization under Chapter II or the
U.S. BankruptC)' Code. Kmart 0lll·
lined a plan lor reducing its size and
emerging from court in 2003 as a better-nm chain. "Alter considering a
wide range of alternatives, it became
clear that this course of action was
the only way to truly resolve the com•
pany's most challenging problems:·
Kmart Chief Executive Charles C.
Conaway said.
Kmait has suffered a continuous
loss or market share in recent years
to Wal-Mart Stores Inc., the nation's
largest retailer.

U.S. Trade Balance
difference between exports and
imports resulted in a U.S. trade
deficit or $27.9 billion In November.

The

Buying Time
Adecade ago, only the most fringe spol1S had to pay the networks to appear on broadcast
television. Now. many mainstream events do, too. Here's a look at some netwo,k 'time buys:"
NETWORK

SPORT

OATI

CBS

McOOnakl"s LPGA Champ;onship
Erlc:5SOn Open
The Mother Goose at Belmont

Women', golf
Men's and womta·s ten,11
Thorouchbred horu r1clnc

June8to9
March 30 to 31
June 29

ABC

U.S. Ski Team Gold Cup
Presente<I by Chevy T,uctc
NCAA Basketba I Presente<I by
UBS PaineWebbOf
EA SPoits Supercross

Mtn·s and women's sklln&-

Jan. 5

Mtn's collece buketball

o,c. tofeb.

Motocross

Jan. 6

NBC

Bud Light World Chollenge
WNBA
Pontiac Team U.S. Gymnast,cs
Championships

Professional bull riding
Women's pro buketball
Men•, and •omen's

Summer
June 23

Fox

HCW.1C Long's Tough Guy~: Built
Sport Tough

NFL All·Slar show

Feb. I

Long Bead> Grand Pnx

Auto radng

Apt1I 14

By STSFAN FATSIS
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Big League Fees Take Toll,
Pushi,ng the Networks
To Revamp Lineups

I
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tive and arrogant.
The tit1e·s vulnerability became
apparent with the success or ESPN
Inc.'s four-year-old magazine, which
has captured a new generation of
spo1ts fans with its fast-paced style.
'fhe aver-dge age or ESPN readers is
31; at Sports Illustrated it's 37.

Airline Opens Dates
For Frequent Fliers
Blackout periods, the bane or fre·
quent fliers wanting to trade hard•
earned miles for free tickets in busy
travel periods, could become a thing
or the past. Starting March 1, North•
west Airlines no longer will fence off
14 days a year. mainly around major
holidays, from members of ils WorldPerks loyalty program who want to
ny domestlcany free or charge.
Northwest will drop blackout dates in
other regions as well. including all
weekends from June through August. on its flights to Europe.
Will other carriers. which have
similar blackout periods, follow suit?
Randy Petersen. frequent-flier guru
and publisher of Inside Flyer magazine, bets theyw111. "It resonates well
with the average consumer,·· he said.
"My guess is that most of the rest or
the industry will match this.··

Long-Distance Rates
Rising Again
Alter the fierce price wars of the
1990s, long-distance phone bills are
steadily rising for many customers.
The chief reason: Companies are
tacking on fees and monthly mini•
mums that are. in effect. innaling
per-minute rates. Long-distance
rates themselves have dropped since
the telecom industry was deregulated
in 1996, but not nearly as much as
people think-and now they are ris·
ing again. Sprint Corp."s Nickel Any•
Time plan, for example. which advertises five cents per minute. can cost
the average customer as much as 16
cents per minute with all the fees.
minimums and in-state costs. The
plan also charges an SS.95 monthly
lee. plus other Ices and taxes. AT&T
Corp., MCI Group and Sprint. have
either raised or are planning to raise
their basic rates to as much as 35
cents a minute during the day from
about 26 cents a minute in 2000.

hen it comes to televised
sports. the networkS
have adopted a mantra
that
would
make
Howard Beal. the
crazed anchorman or
"Network," proud: we·re as poor as
hell and we're not going to pay for It
anymore.
Battered by the advertising re•
cession and burdened by gargantuan
bills from the big leagues. the sports
divisions al ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox
collectlvely lost more than Sl billion
last year. according to industry estimates. Now. they are changing their
approach: They are less willing to
pay for the rights to major sports
events and more eager to rent airtime to outside producers of lesser
events.
It's like subbing a team of rookies
for the starting lineup in the Super
Bowl. But In tough times, the networks feel they have no choice. "NetworkS are unwilling to deficit-finance sports-rights fees.·· says Ken
Schanzer. president of NBC Sports
whose lineup once included the National Football League. National
Basketball Association and Major
League Baseball but starting this
summer will have none or those.
This is a big change from the days
when network sports divisions took
macho pride In the number of big
sports-league Initials on their sched•
ules. Networks were wtuing to assume some losses in exchange ror
the higher ratings and prestige associated with showing the big-time
sports.

W

Drained Coffers

But the huge losses on current
deals with major sports-especiaiJy
the NFL-are draining the networkS·
ability and willingness to spend
money on rights and production for
other sports. None or the big lour. for
example, was willing on its own to
meet the NBA ·s demands In recent

What You Need To Succeed

EVENT

gymnastics

contract negotiations. On Tuesday.
the NBA signed a deal for the next
six seasons with ABC and AOL Time
Warner Inc. ror S-1.6 billion. But even
with ABC's partlclpatlon, the agreement will reduce by about two-thirds
the number or regular-season NBA
games appearing on broadcast television.
These days. the networks are air•
ing more paid-for. fringe sports
events that wouldn't have landed on
broadcast TV even a year ago. A
broadcast network first: General
Eleclric's NBC on a recent Sunday
afternoon showed proressional bull•
riding.
Such programs are known in the
industry as "time buys:· Broadcast
networks sell airtime to independent
production companies, with a current going rate or $200,000 to 525-0.000
an hour. The outside producer finds
advertisers and pays all production
costs. while the network supplies onair talent and a coordinating 1n-oducer so the show doesn't look like an
infomercial. Since the networks
don·t have to guarantee an audience
to advertisers. ratings become sec•
ondary.
·u·s pure profile'" says Rob Cor•
rea. senior vice president for programming at CBS Sports. "Today,
nobody·s walking away from
money." says Loren Matthews. programming vice president at ABC
Sports.

Time buys ··represent the only
profit in most cases in sports television:· sa,YS Michael Trager. presi·
dent of the TV division of Clear
Channel Entertainment. a unit or
Clear Channel Communications Inc.
and a producer of sports events.
The broadcast networks have
been selling sports alrUme since the
1970s but usually restricted the practice to less-desirable times and to
borderline sports desperate ror exposure. Now. virtually every nonmajor
sports event-from the LPGA
women ·s golf championship to the
Tour de France cycling race to the
world skiing championships-Ms to
buy its way onto over-the-air television. A decade ago, ·we paid for
most or It," says NBC"s Mr.
Schanzer.
In today·s limp marketplace. network sales divisions have a tougher
time peddling commercial time ror
niche sports compared with an
event's organizers. who have lined
up corporate sponsors in advance.
NBC. for example. on a recent Sunday aired a sponsor-studded timcbuy. the Vans Triple Crown Mountain Dew Pro Nationals or Snow•
boarding.
The roster of events networks
won't pay for is even expanding to
major sports. Four years ago. Walt
Disney Co. ·s ABC shelled out S23 million to broadcast soccer·s World Cup.
For this summer·s World Cup. in

Fate of the NBA

Even more sta.rtling was the lack
or competitive bidding for broadcast
rights lo the NBA, which more than
doubled its rates in the 1990s. With
NBA ratings down almost 40% over
the past four years and with the network losingSIOO million a year on the
current contract. NBC dropped out of
the bidding. And the new deal with
ABC and AOL Time Warner. valued
at S765 million a year, represents a
25% Increase from the current con•
tract with NBC and Turner Sportsthe smallest increase since al least
1983.
In its contract, ABC will air up to
15 regular-season games on Sun•
days- 11bout two-thirds !ewer than
NBC has been airing-plus five earlyround playoff games and the NBA Ft·
nals. ESPN and ESPN2 will carry 75
regular-season games, and up to 17
early round playorr games. AOL Time
Warner's TNT gets 52 regular-season
games and 45 early round playoff
games. And an as-yet-unnamed new
cable channel- a 50-50 venture between the NBA and AOL Time
Warner-will have nearly 100 games,
all but two in the regular season.
Indeed, the networkS' pullback
has triggered a power flip-Oop in the
sports world between broadcast and
cable. With the dual revenue
streams or advertising and subscriber rees. ESPN. for example, can
better afford costly rights fees. It
also has a range of properties on
which to promote and sen. from ca•
ble TV to radio to a magazine.
H big sports continue to migrate
to cable, the networks \\111 face even
more programming challenges. Executives already wonder what will
happen when the NFL's network contracts expire alter the 2005 season.
NBC has about 80 hours of lost NBA
programming to fill. Possible re•
placements include indoor football,
women's soccer and prolesslonal
lacrosse- all time buys.
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Japan and South Korea. ABC refused
to meet the organizers· asking price.
Instead, the rights were purchased
by a production company formed by
the U.S. men·s pro soccer league.
ABC and its sister network. ESPN,
cul a deal to show the games at no
cost to them. exchanging their time
for the programming.

Site Sells
Crib Notes
Edgea in Ivy

here are more and more
recent Harv-Jrd grads
turning to pay the rent
these days? McKinsey &
co:! Goldman Sachs?
Try SparkNotes, a
quirky online rival to Clifl Notes that
supplies what some call enlightened
keys to learning. and others might
politely dub crib sheets.
Eleven ol SparkNotes's 20 fulltime employees are Harvard graduates. as are most or the nearly 300
part-time and free-lance writers II
Odds & Ends
employs. "You'll find history Ph.O.s
Ama,.on.com Inc. eked out a small writing on the ran or Rome and astroprom in the fourth qua,1er- i~ first physics grads covering the planets."
Sports Illustrated
as a publicly traded company-on reads the SparkNotes.com pitch to
sales that topped the blllion-dollar high-school and college students racShake-Up L ooms
mark, beating Wall Street expecta• ing term-paper blues.
SparkNolcs thanks the company's
lions. ... Talk, the celebrity-filled
AOL Time Warner Inc. has a mes•
magazine backed by Miramax Films remarkable pedigree in part to hiring
sage lor the editors and writers or
and media conglomerate Hearst at the right moment - the beginning
Sports lliustrated: Get in shape.
Corp .. ended publication after two of a recession that has hit graduates
Insiders at the magazine say last
ol elite universities harder than ex•
and
a half years.
week·s announcement that Managpeeled. Part-time and free•lance
By Jay Hershey
ing Editor Bill Colson would step
work
has become the new reality for
down after the Winter Olympics is
the first Gen-Yers to hit the work
only the beginning or changes at the How to contact us:
rorce.
sports title sougl\l by the new editor- Campus EditlOn@WsJ.com
As more than a dozen consulting
ial director at Time Inc., John Huey.
Cirms such as Booz-Allen & Hamllton
Sports Ulustrated·s 3.15 million clrcu•
AT COU.EGEJOURNAL.COM
and PricewaterhOuscCoopers delay
lation hasn't budged in more than a
•
What
to expect when an employer last year·s job oflers (sometimes Indecade. and last year's ad pages
were olf 17% in what was a miserable asks you to take a pre-employment definitely) and others roll back campus recruiting, many grads have
year !or most magazines. At meet- drug test.
ings with outside editors and in con- • Recent grads head overseas to turned to SparkNotes to pay the rent
versations with SJ writers. Mr. Huey learn about the economies and Infra• and deploy the few practical skills
their liberal-arts educations prohas said the mag-azine needs livening structures or other countries.
up. Focus groupS held by Mr. Huey • How students \11th mUltary experi· vided.
Free-lance SparkNoles writers
last year left him with the impression ence should approach potenUal em•
earn a few hundred dollars per 15.000·
that readers considered SI conserva- ployers.
word file. The work has expanded
from a summertime cash cow Into the
hottest odd job ror many newly unemployed graduates. SparkNotes Executive Editor Justin Kestler. 25. says
he doesn ·1 even have to seek out writ,
ers-they find him. When SparkNotes added four lull-time Jobs last
spring. it received 250 applications
rrom grads of top colleges.
It isn·t surprising that SparkNoles
would seem so attractive to young Ivy
grads, says William Wright-Swadel,
director ol career services at Harvard. ··1t's like consulting. a quintcs•
scntial liberal-arts career path: It requires analysis. reading, writing and
Be uccessful in class and your caretr with The Wall Street Journal - in print and online.
teaching somebody." he says.
Subscribe today! Visit subscrlbe.wsJ.com/student or call t-800-975·8602.
Last March. Barnes & Noble Inc.
bought the company. B&N plans to
publish and sen print SparkNotes by
year-end. since all the online notes
are free (today the company derives
some revenue from ads on the site) .
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BYU Student
Claiins N'SYNC The Hilltop is now. back in our
Singer Stole
office in the plaza level of the west
Song
towers. We are looking for writers

IBy Brittany Candrian

the Daily Universe (Brigham
Young U.)

CU-WIRE) PROVO, Utah Brigham Young Univer.;ity student
and songwriter Clinton Poulsen is
accusing Justin Timberlake of
N'SYNC of stealing parts of one of
l)is songs and putting it in the
group's "Celebrity" album.
"You have to understand that it's
not the same exact song," said
Poulsen, 20, a freshman from Damascus, Md. "It's not like he took it
straight the way it was. A lot of the
lyrics, melody, and production are
the same and we had some experts
analyze the song and there's no
doubt in their minds that he definitely took parts of my song and
put it in his."
Poulsen alleges that while under
co111rac1 with Wright Entertain•
ment. the song "See Right Tiirough
You," which he wrote last March,
was placed imo Timberlake's hands
and put onto the "Celebrity" album
under Timberlake's name.
''Justin had at least five different
ways of access 10 my song, including my manager, Doug Brown;'
Poulsen said. ·111ere were also two
secretaries in the office who are
I pretty young and are really good
friends witl1 Justin and members of
his group and they had copies of
my song.''

I

Brown, vice president and artist
developer of Wright Entertainment,
also manages N'SYNC. Poulsen
·said Brown originnlly denied Timberlake ever heard the song but
hinted that it was a possibility and

I

said he wou ld sit down and con•
front Timberlake about it.
"But we never heard back from
him," Poulsen said. "I kind o( had
10 cut ties with him because there
was no trust there at all.''
Poulsen said N'SYNC producer
Max Martin encouraged him 10
enter a contest on the Internet site
',boos.com. "See Right Through
You'' is the song, that he wrote for
that contest.
In legal pJpers sent to Jive
Records and several other record
companies, Poulsen's auorney,
Wayne Rooks, is ordering immedi•
ate ceasing ·'from any further man•
ufacture, sale, copying reproduction, public performance or other
exploitation" of "See Right
Through You."
"They have come back to us
denying having used any portion of
this material," Rooks said. "The
ball is sort of in our court now."
Senior director of business
affairs for Zomba Music Publishing, Leslie Greene, who represents
Timberlake, refused to comment.
N'SYNC's "Celebrity" CD hit
stores July 24 last year, and in its
first week alone, it sold more than
1.8 million copies. Since then it has
gone platinum five times.

copy editors and a sports editor.

Indiana U.-Knight Price Tag Nears
By Cory Schouten
lndwun .Q,ijy..,'ill1.d(;lll (Indiana U.)

/ U-Wl&F,) BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - Indiana
University has spent almosi $300,000 to defend
itself in 1wo lawsuits alleging public access violations over the firing of former basketball coach
Bob Knight. The fees bring the documented cost
of Knight's firing to nearly $650,000.
TI1e University has paid its lawyers $209,000
in a lawsuit brought by The Indianapolis Star,
according 10 documents obtained from the University counsel's office Tuesday. Another lawsuit,
Poulsen said that although he has brought by IU alumni, has cost the University
come in contact with Timberlake
$78,800,
several times, he wouldn·t consider
IU spokesman Bill Stephan said the money
them friends.
comes from a litigation fund, made up of fees
assessed to various University departments.
Stephan said he didn't know how much money
goes into the fund, but there is no concern the
fund will run out.
Stephan said the University has no choice but
to spend money, some of it taxpayer dollars. 10
defend its principles.
'111e principle we're trying to defend is when
employees or students of the Univer.;ity are

RICHARD GERE

involved in communications or an investigation
relating to some University issue, in this case
coach Knight, we believe it is our responsibility
10 protect our employees' and students' communications,'' Stephan said.
Stephen Key, legal counsel for the Hoosier
State Press Association, which agreed with TI1e
Star in its suit, said nobody can deny the University the right 10 defend itself, but said IU
shouldn't be allowed to control the amount of
information it releases.
·111e position the University has taken is that
they should have the right to determine how
much information from the persomtel file should
be available," Key said. "If that becomes the
accepted practice in the stale, you will see the
public gel less and less information."
Nancy Winkley, deputy managing editor for
The Star. did not return a phone message Tues•
day.
The Star filed its lawsuit in October 2000,
claiming IU violated Indiana's Access 10 Public
Records Act, which allows individuals and agencies the chance 10 review and copy public documents. The suit seeks open disclosure of
Knight 's personnel fi le. Special Judge Jane
Spencer Craney sided with the University, but

TI1e Star has appealed her ruling.
In the alumni lawsuit, a group of 46 Knight
supporters allege IU President Myles Brand violated Indiana's Open Door Laws when he fired
Knight in September 2000. Brand consulted with
two groups of four trustees before firing Knight.
The University maintains no quorum was present at any meeting with Brand, eliminating the
need for public notice. A trial court ruled Brand
had the sole authority 10 fire Knight, but an
appenls court ruling wiU send 1he case to trial.
The coSIS of the two lawsuits, plus S340,000
10 buy out Knight's contract and $ 19,000 to
inveMig.ue whether Knight choked former player
Neil Reed, bring the total documented c-0s1 of
Knight's firing to $650,000.
Stephan said the University faced additional
fees related 10 Knight's firing that can't be tallied, including IU employees who have devoted
time 10 1he issue as part of their job responsibilities and the cost of the IU Police Department 's
investigation into the Kent Harvey incident.
The University has also spent more than
S60,000 in lawsuits brought by former assistant
basketball coach Ron Felling, who blames IU for
failing to control Knight.

LAURA LINNEY
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bright, outgoing, energetic person for
good times around town. Must enjoy
meeting new people. Kr:1owledge of local
geography, a clean driving record and a
passion for life required.
Become a member of the Red Bull Mobile
Energy Team. As part of the team, you'll
seek out people in need of energy and
introduce them to the benefits of Red Bull.
If interested in joining the RED B~LL team,
apply at: www.recruit.redbullmet.com
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